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VISION Focused on work in Tanzania,
The Foundation For Tomorrow envisions
a world where all children contribute
to society as active and empowered
citizens free of exclusion, disadvantage,
and vulnerability.
MISSION The Foundation For Tomorrow’s
mission is to secure quality education
and emotional support for orphan and
vulnerable children so that they may
reach their full potential and thrive in
their communities.

2019

was a year of growth and learning! You gave
your heart, time, resources, and energy to our
communities and generated more impact than
ever before.

Take a Peek.

This year, you looked through a Window Into Our World, and we hope you liked what you saw. The
world you witnessed is very real to our scholars and our teachers. Knowledge is power, and knowing the reality of
what you are investing in, we felt was crucial to you all understanding your impact.
Education is not only a fundamental right, it prepares people for a future. When children miss out on education, they
miss out on contributing to that future. In 2019, together, we exceeded our goals, broke new ground, and directly
impacted youth, teachers, and the quality of education in classrooms. Offering vulnerable students a unique
opportunity to excel is transforming the lives of communities across Tanzania.
Education has the potential to be a great equalizer, but it frequently separates the haves from the have-nots, which is why it is more important than ever to
combat vulnerability through the power of education. TFFT has expanded support to vulnerable students, while strengthening partnerships with government
and other organizations to create lasting, systemic impact on students and education systems across Tanzania. With your help, TFFT has determined ways to
accelerate the learning of those who would otherwise be left behind so that all children have an equal opportunity to contribute to the future of their nation.
As Nelson Mandela said, “Education is the most powerful weapon we can use to change the world”. We believe that equitable access to quality education
will lead to a more equitable world.
Partnership & Collaboration were key to 2019’s success. We are grateful to be able to forge forward in our work to address vulnerability with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The AbbVie Foundation—to make our Interactive Learning Centre possible
The Lunch Project—to assist them in growing their feeding program in government schools
WaterBridge Outreach—to improve access to WASH facilities in partner schools
Thrive Global Project—to provide our scholars with the school supplies that help them thrive!
Macoba—to grow our work supporting parents in the crucial role they play in their children’s learning journey
TFFT Alumni—to better assist providing the tools for our scholars to thrive as adults

I want to thank each and everyone of you in our TFFT Family-our supporters, our volunteers, our advocates—for taking a peek through the windows into
our world, a world you are helping to change for the good. I hope that while reading this report you share in the pride of the enormous impact of 2019.
Your support transforms the world into one where each individual has the power to shape her or his future.
In Service,

Meghann Gunderman Sehorn
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TFFT Believes
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In the power
of investing in
educators because
quality education
transforms lives

In a just world where
all children have
equal access to
quality education

In the limitless
potential of our
scholars because
orphan and
vulnerable children
are valuable
to society

In using partnerships
and collaboration
to provide access to
innovative learning
platforms because
systemic change
begins at the
community level

In responsible
growth to maintain
organizational
integrity
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The Foundation For Tomorrow Team
US Office

US Board

Meghann Gunderman Sehorn,
Founder and Executive Director
Miller Bianucci, Communications
and Marketing Associate
Katie Skinner, Development
and Operations Associate
Laura Thompson, Grant Writer

Mitch Barnes, Deloitte Consulting
Michlene Healy, Pearson Education
Emily Knas, Bain & Company
Denise McFadden, Covance Central
Laboratory Services
Meghann Gunderman Sehorn,
The Foundation For Tomorrow
Stuart Spencer, Seattle
Veterinary Associates
Tim Walter, Ziff Properties

Tanzanian Office

In 2019,

The Foundation For Tomorrow
encouraged our community
to take a look into the world
of the TFFT community. By
sharing stories about inspiring
scholars, motivated teachers,
and partners that make our
work possible, we wanted
to bring you closer to our
community and demonstrate
your impact in their world.

Thabisani Ncube, Country Director
Noah Kayanda, Teacher Training
Program Manager
Haruni John Kidungu,
Academic Affairs and Students
Support Coordinator
Pippa Lidgett, Teacher Training
Program Support Officer
Hedwiga G. Mchaki, Scholarship
and Mentoring Program Manager
Deogratius Momburi,
Logistics Officer
Uswege Mwakapango, Mentoring
and Coaching Coordinator
Robin E. Mwanga, Psychosocial
and Health Program Coordinator
Daniel Stephen, Finance and
Administrative Coordinator
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Tanzanian Board
Jana Kinsey, AfricAid
Dafrosa Kokulingilila
Itemba, Tanzania Women
Research Foundation
Dr. Donacian Mathias Lyaruu,
Retired Bioscientist and
Education Advocate
Meghann Gunderman Sehorn,
The Foundation For Tomorrow

Our Model
Our core business is addressing vulnerability through the power of education.
We partner with NGOs, CSOs and government to transform the educational landscape in Tanzanian schools.

Investing in Students

Investing in Teachers

Investing in Community

We offer orphan and vulnerable children
the opportunity to succeed through
access to quality schooling, health
and psychosocial support, and life
skill programs.

We work to improve the quality of
instruction, resources, and school
management to ensure widespread,
sustainable impact through training
excellent educators.

Collectively, these investments improve
the education landscape across the
country, penetrating communities and
creating sustainable change.
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Investing in Students

Investing in Teachers

Investing in Community

Demographically, 60% of the Tanzanian
population is under the age of 24. This
age group must acquire proper knowledge
and skills to contribute to community
and societal development. There is a
great need to invest in youth so that
they receive quality education and can
generate the change we want and achieve
the UN Sustainable Development Goals.”

I strongly believe in the central role of
teachers in inspiring hope, igniting the
imagination and instil a love of learning
to their learners.”

We can not achieve our goal without
involving the community surrounding
our scholars. Community is a catalyst
that promotes social and economic
change. We attribute our success to
the communities we work with for their
unrelenting cooperation in ensuring that
our scholars get quality education.”

—Noah
(Teacher Training Program Manager)

—Robin
(Psychosocial and Health Program Coordinator)

—Haruni
(Academic Affairs and
Students Support Coordinator)
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28 105 17 105 53 30

Alumni

Investing
in Students

scholars

2019 STUDENT IMPACT

TFFT’s Scholarship Program is our
flagship program. We have celebrated the
success of over one-hundred scholars and
over 30 alumni.
By investing in students, TFFT has grown
and matured into a true change agent
and advocate, developing sustainable
pathways toward opportunity by offering
students access to quality education and
individualized care. As we continue to
learn and grow, our Scholarship Program
strengthens. This year was no exception
and with your help, we continued
to build on our foundation and pave
bright pathways towards success for
each scholar.
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schools
supported

scholars
received
health
insurance

scholars
visited
the doctor
for health
concerns

scholars
received
counseling
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Child
Rights and
Protection
Trainings

Spotlight on Baraka
Baraka joined our Scholarship Program in 2016,
at the age of 13. He is from Loki, a rural Maasai
village outside of Arusha. Before becoming a
TFFT scholar, Baraka used to wake up at 3am to
get ready for the day and then walk more than
three hours to school—each way. He attended a
government school with an average of 60 students
per teacher.
Since joining TFFT, he continues to thrive and adapt. He now attends and
English Medium Boarding school and receives student-centered educational
support. Baraka struggled his first semester in school primarily due to his
lack of English. Over time, his English has steadily improved and he now is
one of the top five students in his class, receiving all As. In 2018, Baraka
was given the TFFT Ambassador Award, which is presented to a scholar
that represents the best of TFFT—in academics, their behavior, and their
commitment as a scholar. He plays soccer, loves to draw, and studies hard
while at school. Baraka’s most recent school report from his teacher read:

“Baraka: your performance is marvelous, keep on aiming higher.”
Baraka’s family has also benefited from TFFT, as they are offered services to
improve their own livelihoods. From micro-loans to trainings, the scholarship
program dramatically improves the lives of all members of Baraka’s family.
Rebecca, Baraka’s mother, is committed to Baraka’s education. She is an
active participant in TFFT’s positive parenting trainings to learn the basics
of child development and she never misses a meeting with TFFT or an
academic progress day at school.
“Baraka” in Swahili means “blessing.” With his adaptability, courage,
determination, grit, the “blessing” of education will create a positive
trajectory for Baraka’s life.
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Scholarship Highlights
Family Day is an annual TFFT tradition. It offers a rare chance

for all scholars, staff, and guardians to come together to talk, play,
review, connect, and celebrate all that has been accomplished in
the TFFT Family in 2019. Family Day offers the chance for our
team to offer support and guidance to parents and guardians on
how to best support their child’s academic trajectory. We also take
this chance to celebrate the achievements of scholars, staff, and
parents and guardians.

New scholars

It was wonderful to welcome six new scholars, Bahati, Ibrahim, Jasmine,
Joachim, Naomi, and Stephen to TFFT’s Scholarship Program.

They did it!

Hats off to the graduates! In 2019,
we celebrated the graduation of 29
primary school scholars. They will
all go on to attend secondary school
next year. We celebrated this huge
milestone with our scholars and
are thrilled about their successes
and achievements! Almost 70%
of children ages 14 – 17 do not
progress to secondary school
in Tanzania.

Child Rights Training

In 2019 we saw more success
than ever with our Child
Rights Training program. We
scaled up our abilities to train
students to know their rights
and responsibilities and train
teachers and non-teaching staff
about child protection issues
through engaging mediums. As
this program grows, we continue
to see the immense benefits
for child rights advocacy in the
school community.

Spotlight on Alumni

Uswege (TFFT’s Mentoring and Coaching Coordinator)
“One of the accomplishments we observed in 2019
was strengthened connection among the alumni
themselves and the connection between alumni
and TFFT as an organization. We established an
alumni leadership structure, activated a virtual
platform for alumni to connect, co-implemented
two different community development projects
where alumni raised money for Irente Children’s’
Home and volunteered at Good Hope Orphanage. In
terms of mentoring and coaching, we conducted an
annual evaluation for the in school mentoring and
coaching program and captured student’s thoughts
and experiences with TFFT mentoring and coaching.”

TFFT offers personalized developmental guidance through our Career Coaching and Mentorship
Program to both current scholars and alumni. 2019 represents a year in which our alumni program
expanded and was reinvigorated. By further developing this comprehensive program, alumni saw
greater opportunities for engagement, support, and success.

Joachim Filbert (TFFT alum)
Mentoring and Career Coaching: “I can’t put into
words the level of support I received through the
years from The Foundation For Tomorrow. I felt a
desire in my heart to do something for my community
following my experience and I was so happy to find
out that The Foundation For Tomorrow’s scholarship
program was organizing internships for its alumni
at the same time.”
Joachim has a dream to be geologist. TFFT made
it possible for him to intern as a Chemistry and
Biology teacher’s assistant at Shepherds Secondary
School in Arusha.

Richard Augustino (TFFT alum)
The TFFT Alumni Network: “We [TFFT Alumni] are
proud that our lives include a journey with The
Foundation For Tomorrow, where we were given
opportunities that in one way or another led us to
the paths that we are on today. TFFT has greatly
contributed to who we are as individuals in many
different ways. We all have great and diverse
experiences. The alumni network can be a resource
for current TFFT scholars to gain experience and skills
to navigate life challenges through their education
and in life after The Foundation For Tomorrow.”
2019 ALUMNI IMPACT
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14

active alumni in Mentorship
and Career Coaching Program

359 139 10

Investing in Teachers

Teachers
Trained

TFFT’s Teacher Training program is a key piece in our efforts to
transform the education landscape in Tanzania. Teachers are one
of the strongest indicators of student success both inside and
outside of the classroom. TFFT is committed to supporting teachers
who serve as the backbone of a strong education system. We are
focused on emboldening Tanzanian teachers, who face overcrowded
classrooms, lack of resources, and insufficient training by providing
additional learning opportunities, lesson plan coaching, and
resource creation workshops.

Trained
teachers
observed

2019 TEACHERS IMPACT

Education Systems Solutions:
“This year, government engagement (educational actors at the
local level-from regional, district to ward level) is a key piece of
how we have been able to strategically engage educational actors
to support our initiatives in the schools that we are working
with. This has helped expand our Teacher Training Program to
a new district of Arusha. Thus, we have been able to reach more
teachers through our scalability plan.”
—Noah, TFFT’s Teacher Training Program Manager
“TFFT’s teachers’ training helped my teaching effectiveness, by
being able to use different participatory learning strategies which
makes my students active rather than passive listeners. I am
so happy with the ongoing support that we are getting at schools
after training.”
—Madam Anna, Head of School at Manyata Primary School
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teachers
received
Teacher of
Distinction
Award

1 700

Launching
Innovation
in Schools
Workshop

Tufundishane
Publications
Distributed

Celebrating Educators
One of the greatest challenges Tanzanian
teachers face is lack of encouragement and
incentives to grow and hone their craft. The
TFFT Teacher of Distinction Award is part of
our commitment to improve and transform
the conditions within the wider learning
environment. Quality teachers are crucial to
overcome some of the persistent barriers to the
equal access of education across the globe. On
October 12th 2019, we hosted TFFT’s annual
Teacher of Distinction Award Ceremony in
Arusha and celebrated the accomplishments
of ten teachers.

To be a good teacher,
I should be a lifelong learner
and always work to try new
things in my class. That way,
individual should continue to
grow.”—Mr. Mdee

Teacher Spotlight
Mr. Mdee is the head teacher at Usa River
Primary School. He is one of the recipients
of TFFT’s Teacher of Distinction Award. He
fiercely believes in the importance of education.
He knows that teachers are at the frontline of
defense for education and a teacher’s ability to
teach is directly tied to the success of Tanzania.
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Partnerships for Progress
tfft
scholars

regulators
& overseers

students

25

Active Guardian
Livelihood Loans

166

Guardians attended Positive
Parenting Trainings

4,407

Students in
TLP feeding program

TFFT’s
Partners

134

Family Day attendees
parents &
guardians

teachers

Through our shared belief that education
is an integral part of Tanzania’s social and
economic development, TFFT has built
a strong relationship with the Tanzanian
government. Government officials value
our efforts and embrace the resources
we have provided, working with TFFT to
develop strategies for broader application
nationwide. Partnerships influence true
behavior change and ensure mutual
success for each party.
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2019 COMMUNITY IMPACT

Investing
in Community

Spotlight on Redempta

Redempta

Ward Education Coordinator for Usa River
TFFT’s partners help influence positive change on the ground
in Tanzania. To be successful in our approach, TFFT has taken
a collaborative approach, establishing critical partnerships with
boundary partners. TFFT’s partners are key stakeholders; individuals,
groups, or organizations that TFFT’s programming is aimed at.
Collaboration and coordination between TFFT and our partners is
fruitful and effective as we are all working towards one common goal:
quality education.

Redempta’s Role and Responsibility
We partner with and support both government and private school
teachers and administrators to be more effective in implementing
set objectives and government policies. Redempta, one of TFFT’s
Boundary Partners, is the Ward Education Coordinator for Usa
River, a district outside of Arusha. She oversees this work for 17
schools in this district.
“I make sure that quality education is provided to students. I am
the focal person between the school, the community, and the
District of Education. The Foundation For Tomorrow supports us in
implementing education. They support us to ensure the provision of
quality education. TFFT ensures that we do what we are supposed to
do [in terms of implementing government policies]. It is important
for TFFT and the government to proceed with this collaboration so
that we can ensure the provision of quality education.”

New Partnerships

The Lunch Project Beginning in the
first quarter of 2019, TFFT began serving as
the on-the-ground distribution partner for the
Feed and Learn Project, delivering food that
fed approximately 4,407 students at schools across Arusha served by The
Lunch Project (TLP). The value of this partnership cannot be understated.
According to a 2018 report by USAID, 16% of Tanzanian children under the
age of 5 suffer from malnutrition—that’s 3.3 million children. Malnutrition
not only stunts a child’s growth, but impacts their ability to learn. By offering a
meal to students, schools attract learners to the classroom and give them the
nutrition they need to grow as well as focus in the classroom.

WaterBridge International In honor of World Toilet Day on
November 19th, TFFT, in partnership with WaterBridge International,
handed over a toilet block with ten toilets to Sinon Primary School in Arusha.
This project has significantly cut the student toilet ratio from 1 toilet per
121 students to 1 toilet per 89 students. This is within the average pupil to
latrine target ratio of 1:90. Lack of sanitation hampers the right to education
and inadequate school sanitation facilities are a common barrier to school
attendance, especially for girls.
At the ceremony, Thabisani, TFFT’s Country Director, reported, “Without access
to these basic human rights, the entire development agenda, stretching
across health, nutrition, education, and equality is at risk. We are elated
at our collective efforts to expand access to sanitation resources.”
We are proud to have partnered with WaterBridge Outreach and other partners
to provide access to clean water and proper toilet facilities for students.
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Team TFFT in 2019

Team TFFT is an awareness raising and fundraising platform for athletes to reach
new heights and make miles matter for the TFFT community. This year reinforced
the incredible ways in which sports have the power to generate change. In 2019,
Team TFFT athletes delivered on their promise to combat vulnerability through
the power of education in service through sport.
I ran the NYC Marathon because I knew that of anywhere, New York City would not disappoint. I received a spot
through Team TFFT and was excited to stay connected, advocate, and fundraise for such a great organization that
holds a special place in my heart. I love to see how Team TFFT fundraising allows for further reach through each
runner’s network-an interesting way to see the TFFT family continue to branch out.”—Caiti (Team TFFT athlete)

5

2019 Team TFFT events
articipant
s
0p

athletes
11

t hl e t e s
4a

Kickball

NYC
Marathon

NYC
Half-Marathon

2c

l im b e r s

Kilimanjaro
Climb

Total raised: $58,563.27
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1 ru

nn e r

Malibu
Half Marathon

2r

unn e r s

Kilimanjaro
Half Marathon

2019 Highlights

Thank you to all who made it possible for us to combat vulnerability through
the power of education. We continue to grow stronger with your investment in
our mission.

1
1. Share the Love :

We kicked off the new
year with our annual Share the Love campaign.
This campaign seeks to engage and energize
TFFT’s supporters to creatively share TFFT’s
story with their network and to generate support
through online fundraising. We are grateful for
the participants that served as TFFT’s
ambassadors and advocated on our behalf.

2. Annual Fund :

Our Annual Fund is the
campaign that funds the operational costs
that make it possible for TFFT to operate. The

4
Annual Fund keeps the lights on, provides paper
and stamps for all correspondences, as well as
the office space for our teams in Charlotte and
Tanzania to work. In order to bring our operating
costs to life, our Annual Fund focused on what it
takes to keep TFFT up and running day-to-day.

3. Lunch and Learn : To raise awareness in our
community and educate interested individuals
about TFFT, we hosted a Lunch and Learn
event in Charlotte in 2019. This luncheon was
well-received and we are grateful that it resulted
in a number of fruitful relationships, creating
18

a network of advocates and ambassadors of
our work.

4. Learning Centre :

On May 8th, we signed
the title deed for the Learning Centre, bringing
us one step closer to meeting Tanzanian
learners where they are and opening a world of
opportunity for our community. The Learning
Centre represents excellence in opportunity and
we are excited to make this centre a reality.

2019 Highlights

5

6

5. Vision Trip : TFFT is surrounded by the love
and support of people from all over the world who
have been influenced by TFFT and our community
in unique ways over the past 13 years. This year’s
September Vision Trip consisted of both long-time
supporters and people who were entirely new to
TFFT. We are excited for all participants to have
experienced this trip, and are particularly excited
for those new to TFFT to now share an intimate
connection with our team, our scholars, and our
work more broadly.

7
Seeing the direct impact that TFFT
has on the lives of these children has
truly inspired me to do more.”—Sean
Redington (Vision Trip participant)

6. Giving Tuesday : December 3rd is Giving
Tuesday, a day that encourages people to do
good by contributing to a cause they believe in.
This year, we sold beautiful handmade pouches
from TFFT alum, Agnes, raising over $3,500.
After an outpouring of donations, we are well
on our way to providing school supplies for our
19

scholars for 2020, making quality education
accessible for more students.

7. S.O.S. Gala : The Foundation For Tomorrow
raised over $215,000, which is record breaking
and more than we have ever raised at the S.O.S.
Gala before! It was spectacular to witness
the incredible community that has grown out
of our shared belief and passion to provide
quality education to Tanzania’s most vulnerable
children. TFFT was reminded once again about
how our collective effort magnifies our ability to
affect change.

FINANCIALS

thank you!

1,015,938

$

Contributions and grants

796

Number of donors

Revenue

$1,015,938

 S chol arship Fund /
Individuals / Businesses 42%

102.77

$

Median donation

Expenses
$701,074

P ro gr ams 73%

 Gr ants & Trusts 41%

management and
oper ations 17%

 Fundr aising Events 17%

F undr aising 10 %
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2019 donors and giving levels
2019 TFFT IMPACT

With Gr atitud e
While there is not enough space to list every donation received, we are grateful for each gift
and everyone who makes TFFT’s work possible.

$25,000+

$5,000 – 9,999

$2,500 – 4,999

AbbVie Foundation
Kathleen and Tim Gunderman
Sonic Automotive
The Lunch Project

Jenny Box
Karen and John Crotty
Dr. Bill and Athena Kortesis
Alice Lehman
Anne McGonigle and
Greg Witter
Shelley and Andy Misiaveg
National Financial
Services LLC
National Philanthropic Trust
Caleb Negron and
Robert Triefus
Ali Samadi
The ShineMaker Foundation
Thrive Global Project
WaterBridge Outreach
US Charitable Gift Trust

Heather Bartels
Brenda Battista
Benevity Causes
Lauren and Andrei Bolshakov
Mrs. Christy Turlington Burns
Jennifer Cottingham
Meredith Dolhare and
Matt Elliot
Foundation for the Carolinas
Ashley and Adam Gerry
Stephanie Guffin
Michlene and Stephen Healy
Tom and Debbie Hessert
Jenna and Chip Johnson
Emily and Kraig Knas
Dr. Amanda Moran and Mr.
Kerry Brandon Lanier
Corrie and Zach Manis

$10,000 – 24,999
Anonymous
Susan E. and Henri Bianucci
My African Child
Val Crotty and Peter Rogers
Hendrick BMW
Joan and George Hornig
Journey Charitable Foundation
Denise McFadden
Spencer Family
Charitable Fund
The Fidelity Charitable
Gift Fund
Page and Tim Walter
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1,343

donations made
to TFFT

Max Fadden Charitable Gift
Fund, a Donor Advised
Fund of The U.S. Charitable
Gift Trust
Kelly McCrystal
Mary and Dee McGonigle
Maria and Jeff Owen
Kaitlin and Marcos Perez
Odette, Nele, and
Stijn Raepsaet
Meghann Gunderman and
Jason Sehorn
Chip Shelton
Joyce D. Slocum
David Smoots
Kautia Vaden
Elizabeth Watson
Aundrea and Stephen Wilson
YourCause
Kimberly and Rick Zeitvogel

2019 donors and giving levels
$1,000 – 2,499
Juan and Michelle Alfonso
Bank of America
Charitable Foundation
Jennifer and Mitch Barnes
Sarah and Tim Belk
Drs. Sarah and Gaurav Bharti
The Boswell Family
Mr. Patrick Box
Brian Cesca
Judy and John Clark
Julie Clugage
Anonymous Contributions
Dawn Davis
Caroline and Laurent De Mey
JoBrent and Bill Diehl
Katrina Dietz
Duke Energy Foundation
JD and Cherie DuPuy
F & C Hubbell Family
Charitable Fund
Haleigh Foster and
Jack Sullivan
Diana and Paul Frank
Elizabeth Frederick
Patricia A. Fricke
Carol and John Gannon

Kim and Brody Glenn
Kassen and
Christopher Gunderman
Karolina and Kyle Gunn
Tracie and Jeff Haas
Elizabeth and
Adam Hawthorne
Rose and Michael Hayden
Jennifer Haythe
Tiere and Bill Hessert
Liz Howell and Lauren Lapp
HSBC Bank USA, NA
Chandra and Jimmie Johnson
Paige and Erik Johnson
Jessica Ciarla
Dr. Donald Joyce
Judy Layne
Dennis Leibowitz
Pat and Hans Lengers
Theresa Mannix and
Caleb Canby
Kathryn McGonigle and
David Rawlings
Sherman and Chris Meloni
Paul and Carolyn Milton
Tom and Mary Lynn Moser
CROYA

Drs. Ngoc Nguyen and
Taylor Jarrell
Kim and Ricardo Perez
Republic Airways
Keyla Sandoval
Martin Schoeller
Kate Searby
Jessica and Fady Sidhom
Amy Siegel
Michelle and Eric Skipper
Marc Wolinsky and
Barry Skovgaard
Cheryl and Mark Slomann
Candice Smith
Catherine and Greg Stern
Libby Stortz
Scott Stromatt
Whitney Taylor
The Walt Disney
Company Foundation
Laura and Chuck Thompson
Lisa and Ted Thompson
Meredith and Jeff Tomascak
UBS Donor-Advised Fund
Vanguard
Neely and Michael Verano
Meghan and David Waterman
Daren Wells
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Shelley and Shawn Wilfong
Mary McGonigle and
William Wolak
Julia and Stephen Ziff
Michelle and Andrew Zollweg

$500 – 999
Tatiana Alicea
Americana Worldwide Corp
Sarah and Matt Barone
Tradd Bastian
Melissa Berger
Meeghan Borzillo Farley
Emily and James Brinkley
Hugh Briscoe
Stephanie and Jim Bryant
Michelle and Todd Buelow
Sara and Bennett Cardwell
Don Carson
Derick Close
Allyson and Mark Colaco
Bang Duong
Katie Garrabrant
Goldman Sachs & Co
Gina Green
Patricia Gregory
Tara and Jackson Hughes
Brett Hutchinson

2019 donors and giving levels
Indigo Tilt
J.P. Morgan Charitable
Giving Fund
Polly and Andrew Kenefick
Natalie Kilts
LaCa Projects, LLC
Richard Lazes
Jonathan Love
Laura Markowitz
Ashley and Scott Mattei
Elizabeth J McLaughlin
Kevin Moran
Emily Morgen
Julie and Michael Naifeh
Tiffany O’Kuinghttons
Amy Liz Pittenger
Robert Pittenger
Mary Anne Riley
Kellen and John Seymour
Elston Shoes
Katie Skinner
Ann Souder
Elizabeth Souder
The Saint Paul Foundation
Irina Toshkova
Phyllis (Wai Yin) Tsang
Richie Webster

Gervais Emanuel
Julia Emanuel
Anne Essaye
Craig and Sherry Feldman
Morgant Fiedler
Heather Fisher
Renata Gasparian Lima
Lillian Glenn
Tanu and Sanjeev Gulati
Kristen and Brian Haenni
Deb and George Hanna
Heather Haukaas
Kristin Hayes
Karen and Richard Heier
Jessie Hessert and
Brett Berman
Allison and Jonathan Hickman
Amanda Hollingsworth
Carol Ann Hood
Katrina and Ryan Hutchins
Richard Israel
Christine and Mark Kengott
Carolyn Macchirole
Tricia and Patrick Magee
Andreas Matischak
Shelley and Scott McIntyre
Christina Melissaris

Lisa and Stephen Wilfong
Jessica and Seth Wilfong

$250 – 499
John Alexander
Hope E. Arnold
Jennifer Balestrery
Matthew Barr
Allison Bickett
Pat and Chip Boorman
Jayne Borman
Joey Braha
Carrie Brighton
Brooke Knaus Enterprise, LLC
Susan and Ron Bryson
Douglas Cabral
Jane Caldwell
Bethanye and Scott Carrigan
Dianne Chipps and
Brian Bailey
Deborah Clark
Deedy and Walton Clark
Anna Cranford
David Crawford
Natalie and Court Creeden
Amy and Alfred Dawson
Gene DeFilippo
Woodson Dudley
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Milton Group, LLC
Lisa Mitchell
Peter and Nathalie Naylor
Mariette and Jim O’Donnell
Lindsay Payne
Alvin and Aidee Pearman
Malcolm Plaister
Alex Quattlebaum
Natalie Rivera
Curtis Schade
Dale Schlather
Margaret Sigley
Beth Silverstein
Natalie Simmons
Patricia Sistrunk
Sue Skinner
Tom Skinner
Tanner Pharma Group
Leon and Kim Topalian
Tricia and Stevens Trainer
Jordan Tucci
Ruth and Jerry Verhoff
Elizabeth White
Mary and Thomas Zulauf

T witter @TFFTAFRICA
Instagram @TFFTAFRICA @TEAMTFFT
Facebook TheFoundationForTomorrow

The Foundation For Tomorrow
P.O. Box 470836 • Charlotte, NC 28247
Phone: +1.704.340.8969
www.TheFoundationForTomorrow.org
info@TheFoundationForTomorrow.org
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